
DPCS Report 24/01/17 

In brief: 

- Prayer Room 

- Business School Constituent Union 

- Management Group Development 

- Sport at Imperial Survey  

- Appendix 1 (sending out on 19/02/17)  

Prayer Room  

- Followed prayer room project to completion, the new space is lovely and the Islamic Society 

bought cake for us!  

-  

Business School Constituent Union 

- I met once more with the representative from the business school who is keen to take this 

forward.  

- The current offer to students is in line with what constituent unions offer already  

 

CU CU/MG MG 

Provide community/identity Represent clubs at 
CSPB/Union Council 

Exclusively run clubs 

Run freshers’ events Assist with club management Hold face-to-face agms 

Uphold heritage/traditions Assist with club budgeting  

Careers advice/signposting  Have financial scrutiny over 
clubs’ finances 

 

Represent wider student Provide emergency support  



body (automatically a part of) for clubs 

Alumni Connection Forum for similar clubs  

Academic Representation Approve club expenditure  

Welfare support/signposting   

Variety of club activity   

Promote broader 
appreciation of 
faculties/science 

  

 

- Given there is no precedent to this, I recommended for Cat to come up with a wishlist and 

we could see how we could accommodate; they will draft a constitution based on the other 

CU examples. 

- I noted in the meeting that provided that funding was provided through them there 

shouldn’t be too much resistance to the idea and was met with a positive response to the 

issue that funding should continue to be provided. 

- I noted that with the business school students beginning their courses in 

September/October, they could be elected in the Autumn elections (until the business 

school undergraduate courses start and then this can be reviewed).  

- I stated that to begin with it would be too complex to merge the business school clubs and 

the related ICU clubs owing to the nature of the big elections, and suggested to review 

merging these fully in future years when the CU develops.  

- I recommend that interested volunteers meet with myself and Cat to discuss how to 

acquisition would work fully.  

Management Group Development 

- I am bringing a paper to this meeting to approve the restructure with further information on 

the history of the project and CSPB recommendations.  

Sport at Imperial Survey 

- I will be releasing a survey on 25/01/17 to clubs to comment on the existing issues of sport 

and sport development offered in partnership between ICU and Sport Imperial.  

- The results of this will feed into a review of the sports partnership board and sports strategy.  


